
by Sarah Major
the right brained teacher

Activities to help children:

• study 52 sight words (Dolch & more)
• learn to use the word correctly
• learn 296 related words
• learn to write the words by heart
• analyze the words
• find words with similar spelling 

patterns
• combine words to make sentences

After all, reading is so much more 
than sight word recognition!

A Companion to SnapWords® List E

   Activities included:
   • Bingo – instant word recognition
   • Go fish – reading sight words
   • Sight word sentences to illustrate – comprehension enrichment
   • Fill in the blank with a sight word – for comprehension
   • Making phrases with sight words – for comprehension and correct usage
   • Sound manipulation or word morph – for phonemic awareness
   • Word searches in many levels – recognition
   • Crossword puzzles in more advanced levels – comprehension
   • Word wall games – to practice higher level thinking, comprehension, opposites, synonyms, etc.
   • Write about it – colored illustrations that serve as writing prompts for the children
   • ABC order – alphabetic principle
   • Making words tactilely – phonics: to study the structure of words including more complex sound spellings
   • Assessment – for measuring accuracy and reading fluency
   • Sentence Unscramble – Each activity reviews all the words 
   • Plain word wall words to coincide with the SnapWords® studied
   • Tracking charts to record each student’s progress
   • Certificates of achievement    

Beyond Sight Words Activities - E
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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
The color of this unit is RED to coordinate with our SnapWords® List E ladybug theme. The SnapWords® 
included in this unit provide the basis for all the word studies in this Beyond Sight Words Level.

• You will have already purchased SnapWords® List E.
• Display all of the words from one Section at one time. My students always learned far more quickly when we 
had more words displayed. I still would focus on the word for the day, but a whole lot of passive learning went 
on because the other words were displayed! 
• Teach the words, referring to the Teaching Notes as needed (see Table of Contents).
• As the children show instant word recognition using the picture side of the cards, remove the picture cards 
and display the plain word wall words. I would recommend switching one word at a time rather than changing 
all the words at once. This will ensure the children are comfortable and confident.
• Once the children can read the plain words pretty well, move to the word recognition games.
• Next, complete the comprehension activities.
• The phonemic awareness activities can be done more than once. Keep in mind that very visual, right-brained 
learners will not do as well with word segmentation and other activities because these children tend to be 
stronger in whole word activities, so please don’t stress over this part!
• Branch out into the word wall games, and then do ABC order when desired.
• Finally, use the writing prompts to provide an opportunity for the children to use the words they have 
learned in a meaningful way.
• Optionally, conduct a scavenger hunt for the words in newspapers, books or magazines so children will see 
how frequently their words appear in “real print!” Relevancy is super important to right-brained learners.
• Use the reading assessment piece to check the students individually on their ability to read the words they 
have learned within a context of a sentence. You may time them as you wish and record number of 
correct words. This is also a great opportunity to pay attention to each child’s reading habits, his or her areas of 
strength, where he or she stumbles, and to highlight exactly what each child needs to have strengthened.
• Use the tracking chart to record the words and skills learned by each child. I kept my assessment sheet and 
charts on a clipboard so I could grab them at random times and quickly assess a child.
• The tracking chart could be used as desired to share their child’s progress with parents.
• Print out and award certificates as each child successfully completes this unit of work!
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E-3SnapWords®

FR
E

E

careful

carry certainly decide

husband hundred together

toward twice write

company
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E-3SnapWords®

FR
E

E
careful

carry certainly

decide husband hundred

together toward twice

write bicycle
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carry toward hundred careful

write twice decide

certainly husband together
WORD BANK

Crossword 
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E-3Write About It!

Name____________________________________

Title_______________________________________
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This exercise has some advanced sound spellings. Let’s simplify the process.
Each card contains a sound. The sound may be represented by one letter or two. Here is 
how the words break down: 

WR-E-N, WR-O-T-E, WR-A-P, WR-O-N-G, WR-I-S-T, WR-E-ST-LE, 
WR-A-N-G-LE, WR-I-GG-LE, WR-I-N-K-LE, WR-E-CK, WR-U-N-G, 
WR-A-TH.
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Here is how the words break down:

QU-I-E-T-LY, S-L-OW-LY, QU-I-CK-LY, N-OI-S-I-LY, R-A-P-I-D-LY, L-OU-D-LY. 

qu
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HOW TO TEACH “TOMORROW”

Show the children the SnapWords® for TOMORROW. Gesture out into the future with 
your hand as you say, “Tomorrow is my birthday!” As you study the picture, notice that the positioning of the calendar 
separates the word into syllables: TO-MOR-ROW. Point this out so the image will help the children remember the 
correct spelling of the word. Point out especially that the double consonant is the R because some children get confused 
about which consonant in TOMORROW is doubled. The visual will help with this. Now, do visual imprinting and then 
have the children write TOMORROW without referring to the SnapWord card. Share with the children that TODAY and 
TOMORROW both begin with TO, and have them make up a sentence that uses both words: “Today I am at school, but 
tomorrow I will be at home.” “Today is Friday, but tomorrow is Saturday.”

tomorrow

HOW TO TEACH “WONDERFUL”

Show the children the SnapWords® for WONDERFUL. Make a halo with your hands 
over your head as you say, “My parents think I am wonderful!” It will help to divide this longer word into syllables. Ask 
the children to lead the way as you do this. Have them first say the word slowly, clapping the syllables, and then they can 
tell you where to divide the word. WON/DER/FUL. Do visual imprinting and practice writing.

For word work, share with the children that this word has two very common spelling patterns. One is ER which appears 
everywhere in print, the other is FUL. In Beyond Sight Words Level 23 we had the word CAREFUL and did a study of 
words that also have this pattern. Talk to the children about the fact that WONDERFUL is an adjective, a word that tells 
us more about something. We can share our opinion about something by using adjectives. For instance, one person might 
say, “Lunch today was awful!” Another person might say, “Lunch today was WONDERFUL.” 

wonderful

HOW TO TEACH “BREATH”

Show the children the SnapWords® for BREATH. Breathe out gustily from your mouth as you say, 
“I hope I don’t have morning breath!” In the SnapWords picture, it does look like the E has morning breath. OR maybe he 
has really wonderful minty-smelling breath. This word is interesting because the only vowel sound we hear is the short E. 
The A might be paralyzed from the BREATH coming out of E’s mouth! Have the children study the picture and then do 
visual imprinting.

Once they have written BREATH on their whiteboards, it is time for word work. The focus sound spelling is EA with the 
sound of short E. Other words that follow this pattern are: meant, bread, breakfast, already, ready, spread, heavy, sweat, 
sweater, ahead, instead, death. Have the children make a column of EA’s on their whiteboard preferably in a contrasting 
color to what the other letters will be. (have them switch markers with a friend for this part of the exercise). Once they 
have the column written, do one word at a time, adding the letters needed to make each word. Use sounds only, not letter 
names as you guide them through this exercise. Emphasize that whenever they come to EA, the sound they will make is 
the short sound of E like in EGG. Finally, have the children make up a sentence using BREATH. “My breath smells like 
roses.” 

breath
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HOW TO TEACH “PLEASANT”

Show the children the SnapWords® for PLEASANT. Toss your head back as though you are 
enjoying a pleasant breeze as you say, “It is pleasant to swing in the yard.” Notice that PLEASANT has the same vowel 
sound and spelling as BREATH does. It also has the same spelling pattern on the end that INSTANT does. With these 
two patterns in place, there is not much to add to make PLEASANT! Have the children do visual imprinting and practice 
writing.

For word work, you could review the lessons for INSTANT and BREATH to tie this word to prior knowledge. Then 
brainstorm some sentences. Tell the children that PLEASANT is another adjective that they can use to share that they 
are enjoying something. “Our day at the beach was pleasant.” It was enjoyable… not a thrill a minute, but enjoyable. 
PLEASANT is good alternative for using NICE to describe what we feel. Sitting near a warm fire at night is pleasant. 
Being on the deck hearing a fountain trickling water is pleasant. Doing something fun with a friend is pleasant. Let the 
children share their writing with the group.

pleasant

HOW TO TEACH “PLEASURE”

Show the children the SnapWords® for PLEASURE. Wow, here is another word closely 
related to PLEASANT. This one is a noun, however. Notice the same EA sound spelling. Pretend to recline at the beach as 
you say, “Being at the beach is a pleasure.” Point out the small word that makes up the second syllable of PLEA-SURE. 
After visual imprinting and practice writing, share with the children that SURE is a very common sound spelling found 
in many of our larger words. Write these on your whiteboard for them to see: MEASURE, TREASURE, CLOSURE, 
LEISURE, FISSURE, PRESSURE, COMPOSURE, etc. Now ask the children to make up a sentence using PLEASURE. 
For example, “Being at the beach is a pleasure.” “I take pleasure in helping my friend.” “Grandpa said it was a pleasure to 
watch me play ball.”

pleasure

HOW TO TEACH “PLEASE”

Show the children the SnapWords® for PLEASE. Clasp your hands together as if you are 
begging for something and say, “Mother, may I please have a new doll?” Notice that the mother is the tall L, 
while her daughter is the A. The EA in this word is not like the words that came before this lesson. This does 
take the more predictable sound of long E just like in EAT. The final letters SE sound like ZZ. Do visual im-
printing and practice writing PLEASE.

For word work, use these words: EAT, TREAT, SEAT, SEA, DREAM, REALLY, LEAVE, WHEAT, CLEAN, 
GREASE, PLEATS. All of these words have the same vowel sound as PLEASE. Next, ask the children what 
they would beg Mom for and ask them to put that into a sentence. “Mom, please may I have ice cream?” 

please


